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ABSTRACT
Multiscale hydrodynamics in line contacts were analyzed from the newly developed multiscale flow equations
by respectively considering the weak, medium and strong fluid-contact interactions. In the studied line contact,
the surface separation is on the same scale with the thickness of the adsorbed layer on the contact surface, and
between the coupled adsorbed layers occurs the continuum fluid flow. The present study shows that when using
the developed multiscale flow equations to calculate the surface separation for the weak or medium fluidcontact interactions, the value of the parameter k , which is in the important formulation , should be taken as
about 5.0, different from its value 1.0 for the strong fluid-contact interaction. The study also shows that owing
to the adsorbed layer effect, for a given operating condition, stronger the fluid-contact interaction, greater the
surface separation. The results show the significant effect of the fluid-contact interaction in hydrodynamic line
contacts in a quite wide range of the surface separation because of the multiscale hydrodynamic effect.
Keywords: Adsorbed layer; Contact; Fluid; Hydrodynamics; Multiscale.

NOMENCLATURE

a0 , a1 , a2 constant
Cy

hc

 /
eff
bf

D
fluid molecule diameter
Ea , Eb Young’s moduli of the contact surfaces A
and B respectively

Ev
G

H bf
Hc

21   a2  / Ea  21   b2  / Eb

hcr ,bf

n

q0

dimensionless film thickness of the
continuum fluid at the contact center,

hc / R
H c , N dimensionless surface separation at the
contact center derived for the conventional
Newtonian fluid model

H c ,tot hc ,tot / R
hbf

thickness of the adsorbed layer

bfeff

effective viscosity of the physical adsorbed
layer

 line , j 1 local viscosity between the j th and  j  1

th

fluid molecules across the layer thickness

the

hc ,tot dimensional surface separation at the contact
k

E v
hbf / hcr ,bf

dimensional film thickness of
continuum fluid at the contact center
critical thickness

R

center
parameter
equivalent number of the fluid molecules
across the layer thickness
 j1 /  j (>1)

R a R b / R a  R b 

Ra , Rb curvature radii of the contact surfaces
U
W

A and B respectively
dimensionless rolling speed
dimensionless load, w /( Ev R)

u a , ub circumferential speeds of the contact



a
x

surfaces A and B respectively
fluid viscosity-pressure index
fluid bulk viscosity
fluid bulk viscosity at ambient pressure
separation between the neighboring fluid
molecules in the flow direction in the
adsorbed layer
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bf ,e equivalent constant value

 a , b

Poisson’s ratios of the contact surfaces
A and B respectively

 n  2 separation between the neighboring fluid
molecules across the layer thickness just
on the adsorbed layer-fluid interface
separation between the j th and  j  1

 j 1

th

fluid molecules across the layer thickness

1.

design of the mechanical elements such as gears and
bearings which are lubricated by very thin oil layers
in the condition of heavy loads.

INTRODUCTION

When the height of a nanochannel is small enough,
the nanochannel flow is solely the flow of the
adsorbed layer on the channel wall, which is
described by the non-continuum nanoscale flow
equation (Zhang 2016). The non-continuum,
dynamic and interfacial slippage effects of the
confined layer should be considered in this flow
(Bitsanis et al. 1987; Jabbarzadeh et al.1997; Meyer
et al. 1998; Ritos et al. 2014; Sofos et al. 2013;
Zhang 2005). In a hydrodynamic line contact such as
occurring on gears and roller bearings, such a flow
occurring in the extremely small surface separation
actually seldom solely occurs because of the
existence of the surface roughness. However, it can
occur in a local asperity contact in the mixed
hydrodynamic line contact where continuum
hydrodynamics and physical adsorbed layer noncontinuum hydrodynamics simultaneously occur in
different areas of the contact (Begelinger and de Gee
1976; Zhang 2005). In fact, in a local asperity
contact, there will also occur the multiscale
hydrodynamics where the non-continuum nanoscale
adsorbed layer flow is present and between the
coupled adsorbed layers occurs the continuum fluid
flow. This multiscale hydrodynamics in a local
asperity contact is a new hydrodynamic state. For a
two-dimensional multiscale flow in a micro/nano slit
pore, the flow equations have been derived
respectively for the adsorbed layer flow and for the
intermediate continuum fluid flow (Zhang 2020).
The analysis and calculation have been made for the
multiscale hydrodynamics in line contacts
considering the strong fluid-contact interaction
(Zhang 2021). It was found that for the strong fluidcontact interaction, the value of the parameter k ,
which is in the important formulation
bf ,e  hbf /  khc  , can be taken as 1.0 (Zhang

2.

MULTISCALE HYDRODYNAMICS IN A
LINE CONTACT

Figure 1 shows the multiscale hydrodynamic line
contact which is elastically deformed under a load;
There is an elastically flattened Hertzian contact
zone. When the load is heavy enough or the rolling
speed is low enough, the surface separation hc,tot
will be on the same scale with the thickness hbf of
the adsorbed layer on the contact surface, and the
adsorbed layer effect should be significant. In this
multiscale hydrodynamics, the adsorbed layer flow
is molecular-scale and non-continuum, and
between the two adsorbed layers occurs the
continuum hydrodynamic flow (with the thickness
hc in the Hertzian contact zone). Conventionally,
the fluid flow in a hydrodynamic line contact is
only considered as the continuum fluid flow by
ignoring the existence of the adsorbed layer.
While, in the present study, the very thin adhering
boundary layers near the contact surfaces are
considered as in the non-continuum flow, whereas
the continuum fluid flow occurs between the
adhering layers of the two contact surfaces. These
special flow regimes exist when the surface
separation is sufficiently small, but were ignored in
the past.
The formation of the adhering layer on the contact
surface strongly depends on the interaction
between the fluid molecules and the molecules of
the contact surface, which may be strong, mediumlevel or weak. The interaction force between the
fluid molecules and the molecules of the contact
surface can be the van der Waals force or the
Coulomb force, the former for non-charged atoms
and the latter for charged atoms. For the van der
Waals intermolecular force, the interaction
strength is determined by the interaction potential,
which can result in the weak, medium or strong
fluid-contact interactions. For example, for oilphobic contact surfaces such as covered with the
coating PTFE (Poly tetra fluoro ethylene), the
interaction between the oil and the contact surface
is weak, and there may be only a negligible or even
vanishing layer on the contact surface. For oilphilic contact surfaces such as covered with
specific coatings, the interaction between the oil
and the contact surface is medium-level or strong
depending on the oilphilicity, and there may be the

2021). Very significant deviations from conventional
line contact hydrodynamic theories were also
observed showing the strong effect of the adsorbed
layer in increasing the surface separation (Zhang
2021).
The present study made the calculations for the
multiscale hydrodynamics in line contacts when the
fluid-contact interaction is respectively mediumlevel and weak, by using the previously developed
multiscale analysis (Zhang 2021). Important results
have been obtained regarding how to determine the
value of the parameter k for these calculations. The
results also show how the fluid-contact interaction
influences the surface separation for a given load.
The study is of significant interest to the research and
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Fig. 1. The studied multiscale hydrodynamic line contact (Zhang 2021).
adhering layer on the contact surface which is
much more viscous and dense with several
nanometers thickness than for oil-phobic contact
surfaces. Also, the molecules within the adhering
layer are much more ordered normal to the contact
surface for the medium and strong fluid-contact
interactions than for the weak fluid-contact
interaction, and this results in the much more
significant non-continuum effect of the adhering
layer for the medium and strong interactions owing
to the significantly increased discontinuity and
inhomogeneity across the layer thickness.
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where lg  log10 , W is the dimensionless load,

W  w /  Ev R  , H c

is the dimensionless film

thickness of the continuum fluid in the location
where the pressure gradient is vanishing,
H c  hc / R , U is the dimensionless rolling speed,

U   ua  ub a /  2 Ev R  , G   Ev , and

3. ANALYSIS

F(bf ,e) 

The adsorption of the fluid molecule layers to the
contact surface depends on the fluid-contact
interaction. Both the average density and effective
viscosity of the adsorbed layer may be increased
compared to the fluid bulk values (Abraham 1978;
Bocquet and Charlaix 2010; Chauveteau et al. 1984;
Horn et al. 1989; Jabbarzadeh et al. 1997; Sofos et
al. 2009, 2010). The layer ordering normal to the
contact surface leads to the discontinuity
and inhomogeneity effects i.e. the non-continuum
effect across the adsorbed layer thickness
(Zhang 2006). For a weak fluid-contact interaction,
the layer may slip on the contact surface (Calabrò et
al. 2013; Mattia and Calabro 2012; Sbragaglia et al.
2006).

1
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)
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Here, w is the load per unit contact length carried by
the contact, R  Ra Rb /  Ra  Rb  , Ra and Rb are
respectively the curvature radii of the two contact









surfaces, 2 / Ev  1  a2 / Ea  1  b2 / Eb , Ea and
Eb are respectively the Young’s moduli of the two

In the present study, the adsorbed layer flow is
described by the flow factor approach model
(Zhang 2006), which well incorporates the above
mentioned nanoscale flow factors. The flow of the
intermediate continuum fluid is described by the
Newtonian fluid model. The interfacial slippage is
assumed as absent on any interface. Also, the
adsorbed layers on the two contact surfaces are
assumed as identical. Detailed analytical
derivations
for
the
present
multiscale
hydrodynamics have been shown by Zhang (2021).
Here are only repeated the necessary contents.

contact surfaces,  a and b are respective-ly the
Poisson’s ratios of the two contact surfaces, hc is the
dimensional film thickness of the conti-nuum fluid in
the location where the pressure grad-ient is
vanishing, u a and ub are respectively the
circumferential speeds of the two contact surfaces,
 a is the fluid bulk viscosity in the ambient condition,  is the fluid viscosity-pressure index,
eff
eff
is
C y  bf
/  ,  is the fluid bulk viscosity,  bf

the effective viscosity of the physical adsorbed layer

3.1 Governing equations for the present
multiscale hydrodynamics

and bfeff  Dhbf / [(n  1)(D   x )(l / line,l )avr ,n1] ,

D is the fluid molecule diameter, n is the equivalent number of the fluid molecules across the layer
thickness, x is the separation between the

The load-film thickness relation equation in the
dimensionless form for the multiscale hydrodynamic
contact in Fig.1 is (Zhang 2021):
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neigh-boring fluid molecules in the flow (i.e.
horizontal) direction in the adsorbed layer,
n1

(n 1)(l / line,l )avr,n1 



 j 1 / line, j 1 ,

Where

j1

 j  1th

fluid molecules

constant value and

0.2041(lg

  (2 DI  II ) / [hbf (n  1)(  l / line,l ) avr , n 1] ,
n 1
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l
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2
,
F2  6bf
D ( n  1)(l l 1 / line,l 1 )avr , n 1 / hbf

n2 [i(l 
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(i  1)(l



l 1 / line,l 1)avr ,i 1]i

i 0

,

4.

i



,

l 1 / line,l1)avr,i

,

i(l / line,l )avr,i 

 j 1 / line, j 1

n1

i(l

CALCULATION

Exemplary calculations have been made for
G=4500,
W=1.0E-03,
D  0.5nm
and
 n  2 / D  x / D  0.15 respectively for the weak,
medium and strong fluid-contact interactions.

j 1



(4)

Equation (4) was also regressed out from the
numerical calculation results, and it is useful in the
design of the corresponding mechanical elements
such as gears and bearings lubricated by the
Newtonian fluids. Its accuracy is promised for the
given calculation range.
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the

Hertzian contact center in the line contact is solved
from the following equation (Zhang 2013):

bf ,e  hbf /  khc  1 k  ,

II 

is

For comparison, the results from the conventional
hydrodynamic line contact theory, which ignores the
adsorbed layer and assumes the continuum fluid as
Newtonian, are presented in this section. According
to the conventional hydrodynamic theory, the
dimensionless surface separation H c, N at the

 n 2 is the separation between the neighboring
fluid molecules across the layer thickness just on the
adsorbed layer-fluid interface, bf ,e is an equivalent

n2

hc,tot

3.2 For the conventional hydrodynamic
line contact

across the layer thickness, q0   j 1 /  j (>1),

F1  bfeff (12D2  6D) / hbf3 , I 

and

dimensional surface separation at the Hertzian
contact center.

 j1 and line, j 1

are respectively the separation and the local viscosity between the jth and

H c,tot  hc ,tot / R

i1

The parameter C y is generally expressed as (Zhang

and

2014):

i

i(ll 1 / line,l 1)avr,i 

 j

j 1 / line, j 1 .

C y ( H bf )  a0 

j 1

a1
a
 2
H bf H bf2

(5)

Equation (1) was regressed out from the various
numerical calculation results (Zhang 2021). Its
accuracy has been verified by comparison with the
numerical calculations. It can give a fast solution to
H c and is an important tool for the designer of
mechanical engineering. The nanoscale behavior of
the adsorbed layer flow and the coupling between the
non-continuum effect of the adsorbed layer and the
continuum hydrodynamic effect are reflected by
Eq.(2). Detailed information about Eq.(2) can be
found in the reference by Zhang (2021). The
multiscale effect is just reflected by the term F(bf ,e) .

Where a0 , a1 and a2 are respectively constant,

For a given operating condition, when H c is solved
from Eq.(1), the dimensionless surface separation at
the Hertzian contact center is:

interaction, the value of C y should be considerably

H c,tot  H c  2

hbf
R

H bf  hbf / hcr ,bf , and hcr ,bf is a critical thickness.
Equation (5) is the equation fitting to the molecular
dynamics simulation results which shows the correct
variation of the effective viscosity of the adsorbed
layer with the adsorbed layer thickness hbf if the
values of a0 , a1 and a2 are properly chosen
(Zhang 2014). For the weak fluid-contact interaction,
the value of C y should be greater than but close to
unity, and it should be slightly increased with the
reduction of hbf ; For the medium fluid-contact
greater than unity, and it should be more sensitively
increased with the reduction of hbf ; For the strong
fluid-contact interaction, the value of C y should be

(3)

significantly greater than unity, and it should be the
most sensitively increased with the reduction of hbf .
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In the present calculation, for the weak, medium and
strong fluid-contact interactions, the values of a0 ,

contact interaction. However, for low rolling speeds,
the adsorbed layer effect is shown to be not
negligible and it increases the surface separation
depending on the fluid-contact interaction. For a
strong fluid-contact interaction, there seems to be a
residual film in the contact at low rolling speeds due
to the adsorbed layer effect; While for the
conventional hydrodynamics, the surface separation
( H c, N ) drastically drops with the reduction of the

a1 and a2 are respectively shown in Table 1. The
other input parameter values are shown in Table 2.
Table 1 Fluid viscosity data for different
fluid-contact interactions (Zhang 2014).
Parameter
Interaction

a0

a1

a2

Strong

1.8335

-1.4252

0.5917

Medium

1.0822

-0.1758

0.0936

Weak

0.9507

0.0492

1.6447E
-04

low rolling speed.
Figure 2(b) shows the variations with the
dimensionless rolling speed U of the calculated
values of H c,tot for the weak fluid-contact
interaction for different k when R  0.1 mm . For
better looking, the results for the strong fluid-contact
interaction and for the conventional hydrodynamics
are also shown. It is shown that for the weak fluidcontact interaction, the calculated value of H c ,tot

Table 2 Other input parameter values.
Parameter
Interaction

m

n

q0

Strong

1.5

7

1.2

40

hcr ,bf

depends on the value of k; For low rolling speeds,
smaller the value of k, lower the value of H c,tot .

(nm)

Medium

1.0

5

1.1

20

Weak

0.5

3

1.03

7

However, for sufficiently high rolling speeds, it does
not matter that which k value is chosen for
1  k   , and the calculated H c,tot value is close
to H c , N . It is estimated that for the weak fluidcontact interaction, the value of k can also be chosen
as around 5.0 when doing the present calculation. For
the same operating condition, the calculated value of
H c,tot for the weak fluid-contact interaction is

For the present weak, medium and strong fluidcontact interactions, the thicknesses hbf of the
adsorbed layer are respectively 1.65 nm, 2.76 nm and
4.32 nm.

5.

shown to be a little higher than H c, N , but obviously
lower than that of H c,tot for the strong fluid-contact

RESULTS

interaction for low rolling speeds.
Figure 3 shows the variations of the calculated values
of H c,tot with the dimensionless rolling speed U

Figure 2(a) shows the variations with the
dimensionless rolling speed U of the calculated
values of H c,tot for the medium fluid-contact

respectively for the weak, medium and strong fluidcontact interactions when R=0.01mm; For the weak
and medium interactions, the calculation took k=5.0.
The calculated values of H c,tot are also compared

interaction for different k when R=0.1 mm. The
results for the strong fluid-contact interaction are
also compared with those for the conventional
hydrodynamics. It is shown that for the medium
fluid-contact interaction, the selection of the value of
k influences the calculated results of H c,tot for low

with those of H c, N . For U<4.0E-09, the values of
H c,tot were not plotted in Fig. 3 for any of these
three fluid-contact interactions since the
intermediate continuum fluid between the two
adsorbed layers disappears in the Hertzian contact
zone and there is only the very thin adsorbed layer
remaining in this zone because of the low rolling
speed and the present multiscale model fails. Figure
3 shows that for sufficiently low rolling speeds (U)
the fluid-contact interaction has a considerable
influence on the surface separation for a given load,
and stronger the fluid-contact interaction higher the
value of H c,tot ; However, for sufficiently high

rolling speeds, however for sufficiently high rolling
speeds such as greater than 1.0E-08 this problem can
be ignored. Higher the value of k, greater the
calculated H c,tot value for low rolling speeds. It is
reasonably shown that for the same operating
condition, the value of H c,tot for the medium fluidcontact interaction is greater than H c, N (for the
conventional hydrodynamics without any adsorbed
layer effect) but is lower than the value of H c,tot for
the strong fluid-contact interaction. It is estimated
that for the medium fluid-contact interaction, the
value of k should be chosen as around 5.0. For
sufficiently high rolling speeds, the adsorbed layer
effect is shown to be negligible and the value of
H c,tot is close to H c, N for any type of the fluid

rolling speeds, the effect of the adsorbed layer is
negligible whichever the fluid-contact interaction is,
and the value of H c,tot is nearly equal to H c, N ,
which is calculated from the classical hydrodynamic
theory.
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1.0E-01

1.0E-02

Hc,N
Strong
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium

1.0E-02

Weak interaction,k=10
1.0E-03
H c,tot ,H c,N

Hc,tot ,H c,N

Weak interaction,k=1
Weak interaction,k=2
Weak interaction,k=5

1.0E-03

1.0E-04

1.0E-04

1.0E-05

1.0E-05

1.0E-06
1.0E-10

Hc,N
Strong interaction

interaction
interaction,k=1
interaction,k=2
interaction,k=5
interaction,k=10

1.0E-06
1.0E-09

1.0E-08

1.0E-07

1.0E-10

1.0E-09

U

1.0E-08

1.0E-07

U

(a)

(b)

Fig. 2. Variations of the calculated values of H c ,tot and H c , N with the dimensionless rolling speed U
when G=4500, W=1.0E-03, and R=0.1mm.

1.0E-01
Hc,N
Strong interaction
1.0E-02

Medium interaction
Weak interaction

H c,to t ,H c,N

1.0E-03

1.0E-04

1.0E-05

1.0E-06
1.0E-10

1.0E-09

1.0E-08

1.0E-07

U

Fig. 3. Variations of the calculated values of H c ,tot and H c , N with the dimensionless rolling speed U
when G=4500, W=1.0E-03, and R=0.01mm (for the weak and medium interactions, k=5.0). Dashed line
with data mark denotes H c ,tot .

The calculation results show that for the same
operating condition, stronger the fluid-contact
interaction, greater the surface separation for
critically low rolling speeds; However, for
sufficiently high rolling speeds, the adsorbed layer
effect is negligible, and the hydrodynamics can be
described by the conventional hydrodynamic theory.
The obtained results are physically reasonable and
important for the researches in this area. For a real
case, if the input parameter values of the present
model for the calculation as shown in Section 4 are
correctly calibrated, the present model should be
capable to give the correct results.

6. CONCLUSIONS
The multiscale calculations were made for the
multiscale hydrodynamics in line contacts for
different fluid-contact interactions based on the
previously developed multiscale flow equations. It
was found that for the medium and weak
fluid-contact interactions, the present calculation
should depend on the value of the parameter k ,
which is formulated in the important equation
bf ,e  hbf /  khc  ; For a given load, smaller the
value of k, lower the calculated value of the surface
separation H c,tot . It is suggested that for these

Although the present multiscale analysis and
calculation are for the two-dimensional case, they are
also valid for the three-dimensional case when the

calculations the value of k could be chosen as around
5.0.
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contact length is large enough so that the side leakage
in the contact is negligible. This is true for the
hydrodynamic lubricated line contacts in gears and
roller bearings, both of which have the large axial
contact lengths compared to the Hertzian contact
widths. For other cases, even if the contact length is
so small that the side leakage is not negligible, the
present calculation can still be taken as the
approximate solution.
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